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‘TR AN SPO R T S fR lK E DISASTROUS*
-says D EAK IN

Eisenhower O.K’s Formosa Raids on China Mainland

'"THE unofficial strike of Road Trans- the point 1 set out to mentidh. Deakin
A port workers that was being “plotted” has said that in order to counteract the
JpEW politicians are so thoroughly
opinion in the United States is not forces into these sterile cockpits, by the Shop Stewards Association on a pent-up feelings of his membership, it
discredited as Chiang Kai Shek. opposed to the extension of the war At the same time, this never-ending nation-wide scale, was due to take place was necessary for the union to take
as it '■
means
Asians
*
A■’
war in Asia provides a much needed an Jan. 19th. It did not <do so and to vigorous action among its members.
T he butcher of the Chinese r e v o lu - | in Asia so ’long M
was this vigorous action? Threats
fighting Asians.”
relief to capitalist enconomy. Many our knowledge not one single worker What
rtion, he has probably more blood
Disciplinary
work on this day that was of expulsion, perhaps?
industrialists in America would stopped
t o n his hands than any other leader
supposed to be going to show the coun action of various kinds? Did Deakin
Parallell with this decision re
.apart from Stalin. His dictatorship
undoubtedly
welcome
an
extension
try the Haulage men’s opposition to de prove to his members that it would be
[was both bloody and corrupt and garding Chiang Kai-Shek is the of the war in Asia as a means to nationalisation.
futile to strike, or dangerous to go
recognition
that
the
war
in
Indoinefficient. Finally, he was dis
ward off the imminent trade
We should be pleased to receive from against the Executive? That it would
China
is
not
solely
a
French
res
credited by physical defeat. Retired
depression.
any Transport worker the full details of give the Tories opportunities to take
just how this strike was prevented, for repressive action against the T.U. move
lo. FormosS; though given the pro ponsibility. There the war has
reached
the
same
position
as
in
Neither side has the slightest a hint of what was done has been given ment, or that it would lead to the
motion o f America, his political
p o sitio n s were persistently snub- Korea. The Viet Nam forces are regard for the human material by the boss of the Transport and Executive taking repressive action against
"jby the Truman administration, supplied by France, and probably involved. So long as Asians fight General Workers’ Union, Mr. Arthur theHemembership?
went on to write: “It should also
in the future by the United Nations. Asians what does the American Deakin, in an article in the union's
fow , however, almost the first The Viet Minh forces are main Government care—what did they or official journal, The Transport & General be appreciated that this type of action
the Republican administra- tained by China and contain Russian the British care during the pro
Workers' Record (and a very interesting (/.?., the strike) could not be limited in
terms of time to the period during which
|n has been to withdraw the ban technicians. Actually, the stalemate longed Chinese war with Japan in record this journal should expose, too).
In the face of pent-up feelings it be the Tories constituted the Government
►
Chinese N ationalist raids on is kept going by the fact that the thirties? The whole situation
the country. It could be used at all
Enland China. Although the U.S. Chinese assistance has been less in Asia provides that “controlled came necessary for the union to take of
times regardless of the colour of the
Tenth Fleet is nominally to be recently, although a former Viet state of war” which F r e e d o m has vigorous action among its members, he Government and would constitute a
tthdrawn it has been made clear Minh minister, Le Bong, who has often pointed out as being the saving writes, making it quite clear how futile real threat to democratic parliamentary
it would be to take strike action of the
Formosa will be protected
gone over to Viet Nam, declares condition for capitalism.
character which had been advocated so government.”
In other words, Deakin thinks that the
Eg attacks by Communist China, that full-scale intervention by China
strongly in unofficial quarters; that it
But it should also be remembered would, in fact, merely be playing into the workers should not be allowed to realise
|ile Chiang Kai-Shek’s hopes of would quickly ensue if the West
invasion of China are not were to launch an offensive powerful that cold wars are not enough
hands of the Tories and create oppor their own strength. They must be kept
The Korean war provided an extra
bouraged.
tunities for them to take repressive down under a Tory Government in case
enough to be a serious threat to ordinary boost to Western economy action
against the trade union movement. they learn techniques of struggle that
■informed experts say that, in fact, Viet Minh.
We cannot believe that simply these could be used against any Government.
at the beginning. Now the shadow
jang’s armies are not in a position
The statement of Deakin’s amounts, in
craven arguments would have swayed
Thus the situation to-day in Asia of trade recession is again pre
fact, to a compliment to anarcholoffer an effective threat to the
the
would-be
strikers—who
must
have
nnland. The men are getting is that the Communist bloc of dominant. Simply on economic known and gauged for themselves how syndicalism, for he is virtually admitting
an extension of war can be
that opposition to government is deepper, with no possibility of further Russia and China maintain and grounds
clearly foreseen, and a general war much they would be playing into Tory
among the workers, and that they
Juitment; and it is concluded supply guerilla troops in Malaya is ultimately almost inevitable if hands. Incidentally, couldn't it be said rooted
have weapons in their hands with which
and
regular
armies
in
Korea
and
that
the
Road
Transport
workers
were
It the “threat” consists mostly in
buying and selling is to remain the playing into Tory hands by doing they can fight government. But they
k in g it necessary for the Com- Indo-China, while Britain and motive force of ur civilisation.
nothing to prevent their industry return mustn’t use them. The workers must
France
and
the
United
Nations
Inist Chinese Government to
ing to private ownership? Couldn't it be not be allowed to develop means of
maintain
large
military
organisations
fvert troops to the coastal areas
said that Arthur Deakin was playing struggle, for their own defence—so that
in
these
countries.
a defence against a possible
into Tory hands by telling his members if, as is quite possible, some form of
Civil wars in these Asiatic coun 87 Americans Court-M artialed
biding.
that, “Notwithstanding all our efforts, dictatorship is ever established in this
in Korea
country, they can be handed over, bound
On the other hand, the Nationalist tries are therefore kept going by
SEOUL, Korea, Jan. 25 (A..P.) the die appears to have been finally cast; and helpless, without the means to
the
Bill,
it
is
expected,
will
become
law”?'
a
judiciously
adjusted
policy
of
ival commander-in-chief is to be
And by urging them to accept it without fight it.
feceived in Washington this week, assistance b y all major protagonists t TNITED States 8th Army headquarters any effective protest?
These are all the implications of the
in
the
Cold
War.
The
American
^ disclosed yesterday that 87 men and
rand the Nationalist delegate to the
What, in fact, were the efforts Deakin present trade union attitude.
an officer of the American 65th Regiment
action
in
Formosa
fits
into
this
Deakin's present action against the
[United Nations, Dr. Tsiang, has
made to prevent de-nationalisation? One
—composed of Puerto Ricans, plus
Transport Bill is to refuse to appoint a
rmade a significant speech. On pattern.
some Americans—have been convicted or two protest meetings, and. presumably, T.U. representative to the disposal
In Indo-China and Korea it is by a court-martial of refusing to go support for the Labour Party at the last
[ January 28th, speaking in New
board which is going to arrange the
York, he advocated an independent openly admitted that a solution is into, action last October on the central election.
But here we see shown up one of the carve-up. He writes:
offensive from Formosa against impossible and both wars have been front against Chinese Communist forces.
“In our view it would be quite in
basic weaknesses of democracy. Having
mainland China as the only means carrying on for years now. The
Sentences ranging from six months to played
the parliamentary game, the defensible to engage in selling out some
advantage
to
both
Russia
and
ten
years
imprisonment
with
hard
labour
of saving Asia from Communism. It
official unions have to stand by the con thing the sale of which we regard as a
is significant that although his America is plain. Each side is com have been imposed, the announcement sequences, and since the majority of betrayal of the best interests of the
said.
speech was given in a private pelled to divert part of their armed
Members of Parliament approve the country and in complete conflict with
capacity, it was circulated at United
return of Road Transport to private our view that a properly organised,
exploitation—the workers in the industry efficient, and co-ordinated transport sys
Nations headquarters.
He urged
tem could not be achieved on the basis
have to put up with it.
that Nationalist forces should be
of the Government’s proposals. It will
This
really
means
that
the
fate
of
re-equipped and provided with the
be our job to see that we secure those
Transport
workers,
in
relation
to
their
naval and air forces necessary to
industry, has been decided by all those considerations which will safeguard the
Queen
(or
the
King),
of
justice
and
of
A
T
9.10
on
the
morning
of
29th
Jancarry out an invasion of China.
middle-class housewives who voted for 'interests of our members. This will re
uary, 1953, a notice announcing that the British Public. It is seldom that
Churchill and his supporters, by all the quire steadfastness of purpose and calls
This new American move is the execution of Derek Bentley had many days pass without some such in
for the greatest loyalty and co-operation
clearly a dropping of the pretence taken place, was posted on the doors of dividual as Bentley receives a gratuitous petty business men and shopkeepers who within the road haulage and passenger
have
a
stake
in
“free
enterprise”.
Nar
obituary
in
the
columns
of
The
Times
of exclusively peaceful and de W andsworth Prison. The inane and
branches of the union. For our part we
fensive intentions in the Far East. barbaric ritual of Retributive murder, which, in perhaps three lines, states that rowing it down still further, one can shall see that every step' is taken with
say
that
the
decision
as
to
who
shall
boss
another
man
has
been
executed
yester
A s such it is said to be regretted which reoccurs so often in this country,
the Transport workers was taken by that a view to giving the most effective service
by the British Government, although had once again been repeated. The day morning in one or another of Her tiny minority of the population who to our members.”
Majesty’s
Prisons.
Their
deaths
are
un
Unfortunately for the members, their
Aneurin Bevan has sought to con scene arranges itself in our minds. The lamented by the public.
make up the floating voters—those who
of the Church and of the
ideas and Deakin’s ideas of what is “the
nect the new move with Churchill’s representatives
voted
Labour
in
1950
but
Conservative
Why,
then,
in
the
case
of
Bentley
was
State accompany the prisoner to the
most effective service” do not coincide.
visit to America.
such an outcry raised. It was not bel in 1951.
scaffold. One recalls the moving prose
P .S .
In
other
words,
the
destiny
of
an
cause
the
people
had
ceased
to
believe
with
which
George
Orwell
recollects
the
Indian political susceptibilities
important section of the productive and
in
the
right
of
vengeance
of
the
State,
bewilderment
of
his
emotions
upon
wit
have been upset more especially since
distributive economy of our society is
General Eisenhower, in his election nessing the hanging of a native in the “eye for an eye” formula of Mosaic in the hands of a small vacillating Guns and Margarine in America
Law. It appeared to them as mockery
campaign stated that “a section of B urm a:
minority who 1have nothing whatever to BECAUSE of high butter prices, the
of justice, a mockery of even that retri
“ It is curious, but till that moment I butive justice in which many of them
do with it.
American housewife has switched to
had never realised what it means to still
However, this is leading me rather off margarine. As a result, large stocks of
kept their faith. The prosecution
destroy
a
healthy,
conscious
man.
I
T h e P r ic e o f “ L ib e r a tio n ” in
the former are being held in cold storage
saw , . . the mystery, the unspeakable had not even suggested that Bentley had
E gypt
by the government which, under an
wrongness, of cutting a life short when it killed another man, it was alleged merely
E
U
R
O
PEA
N
S
AND
IN
D
IA
N
that he had incited another to kill. The
agreement made with farmers, is under
CAIRO , Jan. 25 (A.P.)
is in full tide. This man was not dying,
C
H
A
RG
ED
W
ITH
DEFYING
an obligation to buy up all excess pro
A D E C R E E to-day empowered the
he was alive just as we are ajive. All jury which pronounced his guilt had
A PA R TH EID
duction. In this way they prevent glut
p
E gyptian Governm ent to proclaim
the organs of his body were working— recommended mercy, thousands had peti
POLICE commandant told a on the market forcing down prices below
a state of general mobilisation in Egypt
bowels digesting food, skin renewing tioned for his reprieve. The jury’s recom
* court at Germiston, near Johan their guaranteed level. The situation,
in the case of war, threat o f war or of
itself, nails growing, tissues forming— mendation was ignored, the clamouring
of the thousands found deaf ears.
“international tension”.
nesburg, on 26th January, that the however, is becoming embarrassing to
all toiling away in solemn foolery. His
Neither the decision of the jury or the
nails would still be growing when he
“natives
were becoming excitable” the government and expensive for the
The decree said the proclam ation of
of the people may interfere with
Some authorities fear a repeti
stood on the drop, when he was failing wishes
when
Patrick
Duncan, son of a taxpayer.
general m obilisation would give the
the workings of that which we call
tion of 1950, when there was a surplus
through the air with a tenth-of-a-second justice,
authorities the “right to summon the
former Governor-General of South of 242 million pounds. About half was
to live. His eyes saw the yellow gravel
reserve officers, to draft person working
Africa, addressed them in a loca eventually returned to the market at
. What then shall be Bentley's epitaph?
and the grey walls, and his brain still
in public utilities or in jobs related
Shall we say th a t:
tion
last month. Mr. Duncan is one comparatively little loss, but 100 million
remembered, foresaw, reasoned. . . . He
with defence, to requisition essential
"On the 28th day of the month of
and we were a parly of men walking January in the year one thousand nine of seven Europeans and an Indian— pounds had to be given away before it
m aterials and commodities, buildings and
Manila! Gandhi, son of Mahatma rotted. This year, with a record winter
together, seeing, hearing, feeling, under hundred and fifty-three Derek Bentley
tran sp o rt”.
Gandhi—appearing before the Court production and the American house
standing the same world; and in two
was done to death with an inhuman
T he new legislation also provides that
minutes, with a sudden snap, one of us cruelty which,' we hope, our descendants
Court charged with inciting natives wife's inability to afford to buy more
“ nationals o f governments with whom
would be gone—one mind less, one will be unable to imagine. He was a
lo resist, break, or obstruct the than half the quantity consumed per
diplom atic relations would be severed
before the war, the government is
world less.”
administration of any law. The head
victim of a piurderous abstraction known
should report within three days after the
buying at the rate of about a million
accused were also alleged to have pounds of surplus butter a day, which
proclam ation o f general mobilisation to
But these legal killings are not in as the State, and so for his murder there
frequent; countless men have similarly is nobody whom we can hang."
entered Germiston location without at 4/7 per lb. means a daily cost to the
the governorates o f the provinces in
been done to death in the names of the
Colin Q uavle.
a permit.
which they Jiv e ”,
taxpayer of £230,000.

D e re k B en tley—A Final Thought

A

ANARCHISM

TN the penultimate article of his series,
* “Lessons of the Spanish Revolution’’
( F r e e d o m , 13/12/52), V.R. has chosen
to select an article which I wrote in 1947,
and a means to an end. Anything we
on the question of the presence of
do in pursuit of an objective is a means
violence in revolufionary movements, as
to that objective, and if we use violence
a subject for attack. Since, in his dis
as a tactic it automatically becomes a
cussion, he has managed to represent it
means; to claim anything less is mere
rather inaccurately, I should like the
casuistry. The distinction between tactic
and means on the one side, and principle
opportunity to reply to his strictures and
on the other is apparently greater, but
also to raise one or two further points
' only apparently, for a principle is in
which his arguments involve.
fact only an abstraction from conduct;
Firstly, there is a question of defini
our actions give it life, and it is in what
tion. which is not merely academic, since
we do, as well as what we think, that the
it does involve rather fundamentally the
principle attains actuality. The actuality
issues which V.R. is trying to establish.
He says that the use of violence has
in which, for the sake of this argument,
hardly ever been justified as a principle
principle, tactic and means are united
or as a means to an end by anarchists,
is the fact that some anarchists feel
but that it has “at the most” been
that in some circumstances violence is
justified as “a revolutionary necessity, or
justified. They say they have no prin
tactic." 1 would protest, to begin with,
ciple of violence; the only alternative
against the use of the word- necessity.
is that they justify an unprincipled use
It implies lack of choice as to methods,
of vioLence. It is for them to choose.
but the idea of choice and of making
“We refer, of course,” says V.R.,
the appropriate choice is, correctly
“to those anarchists who call them
enough, the underlying current of V.R.'s
selves pacifist-anarchists, or non-violentwhole series. If he assumes that necessity
anarchists, and who thereby imply that
rules in revolutionary situations, then
those not included in these categories,
he implies that they cannot have been
must be violent-anarchists.” It seems
other than they have been, and he might
again a curious question of definition.
just as well have saved himself the
Perhaps any labels are ridiculous; one
trouble of writing his articles. Fortun could go on indefinitely inventing—
ately for our enlightenment, however, he
vegetarian-anarchists,
Esperantist-anar
had in fact shown himself a consistent
chists, Baconian-anarchists, and I think
disbeliever in the rule of necessity.
that one can fairly admit to V.R. that,
Secondly, 1 would question the dis
if a man is a pacifiist and an anarchist,
tinction which is drawn between a tactic
he does not necessarily belong to a

THE REAL RULERS
'T ’HIS very revealing letter from Mr.
Tom Johnston which appeared in
last week's A'ctv Statesman and Nation
calls for no comment from us;
The reference in Mr. Kingsley Martin’s
Harold Laski (page 81) to the allegation
preserved in one o f LaskTs notes that
M. Flandin assured me during the crisis
o f 1931 which smashed the Labour
Government, that gold withdrawals by
France from London were made at the
direct request , o f Mr. Montagu Norman,
then Governor o f the Bank o f England,
prompts me to invite any reader o f your
journal who may be in a position either
to corroborate or to criticise, or to
explain M . Flandin s assertion, to do so
£before the trail becomes forever
obliterated.
What happened was this: as recounted
in the chapter on High Finance and the
Crisis o f 1931 in m y book. The Finan
ciers and the Nation, page 198 (Methuen,
19341, along with Mr. Ralph Wigram,
then Counsellor at the British Embassy
in Paris, / had, with the fu ll approval
o f the British Foreign Secretary, Mr.
Arthur Henderson, an interview with
M. Flandin, the French Chancellor, and
Laval, the Prime Minister. Both separ
ately and together assured us that France
had in fact offered to lend money to
Britain in order to save the £ sterling,
and that "upon at least two occasions"
when the Bank of France had bought
British gold "it had done so at the direct
request o f the Bank of Englatid which
had made the request for purely regu
latory and administrative reasons." More
than that, declared M . Flandin, he was
seriously annoyed at the completely
false accusations in Britain that France
had been recklessly pulling down the £
and he was prepared to make a public
statement on the subject.
He offered further to bring into Paris
next day M . Morel, the Governor o f the
Bank of France, to meet me, and substan
tiate his assertion that any gold with
drawals from London had been made at
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the request o f the Bank o f England. I
have the late Mr. Ralph Wigram's con
firmation in writing o f the accuracy of
that account of our interview with Messrs.
Flandin and Laval.
Back in London, Mr. Philip Snowden
expressed sheer incredulity both to
Arthur Henderson, the Foreign Secretary,
and to myself. Unfortunately by this
time the Governor of the Bank of
England, Mr. Norman, had gone to
Quebec on a health recuperation holiday
and was;not at the end o f a telephone,
and the Government crashed before ever
we were in a position to get explanations
as to why gold should be exported (amid
the wildest British press declarations that
Franee was the villain o f the piece) “for
regulatory and administrative reasons"
without the knowledge o f the Chancellor
or o f the Cabinet.

&

VIOLENCE

special breed called “pacifist-anarchist”.
(At the same time, the label pacifistanarchist would not imply that all other
anarchists are violent-anarchists; it would
merely imply that other anarchists are
not convinced pacifist anarchists and
leaves a vast field for neutrality and
what in the Great Revolution was called
trimming.) Nevertheless, the fact that he
is a pacifist, like the fact that he may
be a vegetarian, will necessarily colour
in some respects the way in which his
anarchism comes out in actuality, and
on questions like Spain there are in
evitably some points on which the
pacifist-and anarchist will find himself at
loggerheads with certain other anarchists.
However, I object, with all the violence
of the non-violent roused, to V.R.'s
suggestion that it is the “pacifistanarchists” who have been solely res
ponsible for the distinctions which have
arisen. I can remember, not a decade
ago, when some anarchists—I don’t
suggest V.R. was among them—objected
to being in the same group as other
anarchists who objected to violent
methods. That seems to me a pretty
clear way of making a distinction.
Again, V.R. complains that “the
‘non-violent’ advocates fail to make a
distinction between violence which is
used as a means for imposing the will
of a group or class, and that violence
which is purely defensive”. I would
submit that this is in fact an unreal
distinction. Since revolution is by de
finition a movement of initiative, and
therefore in its nature, offensive, any
violence in connection with it can only
be incidentally defensive. It can only
be to defend something won by aggres
sion (violent or non-violent) and hence
cannot be purely defensive. I use the
words offensive and aggression merely
for the purposes of definition and not
pejoratively.
Now I will come to my own article.
It was written six years ago, and to-day
1 might express it differently (the transla
tion in Espaha Libre was printed without
my knowledge and I have not seen it
yet), but I do not think. I would change
what seems to me the important thesis
contained therein. And it is this thesis
which V.R. does not allow to emerge
clearly from the cloud of dust he raises.
It—the thesis—is that there is relatively
little possibility of immediate success in
a revolutionary insurrection, and that

comment on smoc- z

The

prolonged military operations inevitably
involve the appearance of “forms of
organisation which negate the revolu
tionary principles of liberty, equality and
fraternity”. I will not trespass on your
space at present with the detailed quota
tions necessary to further outline the
theme; my point of view was put a great
deal more concisely in a minority note
which, as an editor of F reedom, I con
tributed in the same year as the article
in question.
“On the question of violence, I do
not deny that there are occasions when
there may be no way of stopping it
taking place in a revolutionary situa
tion; there may even be occasions
when individual acts of violence are
justifiable. . . . A spontaneous burst
of violence may be harmless; the kind
of continued and organised violence
which exists in prolonged civil wars
inevitably tends to crystallise into
inhuman shapes and to produce power
complexes among its practitioners.”
To return to V.R.’s strictures, he asks
the rhetorical and hypothetical question
—What should the people have done on
July 19? Such a question borders on
absurdity. One cannot pick on a certain
point in a historical development and
say—what should have been done in
this minute? The situation on July 19
was involved in the whole tradition of
Spanish political life and social struggle.
It was the result of a whole series of
complex factors that came together in

that lime and place, and the action of
the active section of the people of
Barcelona and the other cities and vil
lages was inevitably conditioned by
these factors. I find it difficult even to
imagine, not what .else they should have
done on July 19, but what else they
would have done. But that does not
mean that I have to accept what they
did as being right or expedient, or that
I must inhibit myself from drawing
what seems to me the unavoidable
solution, that the civil war which began
with the actions of July 19 carried
within it the corrupting condition of
sustained violence that militated con
stantly and ever more heavily against the
triumph of a libertarian revolution. I am
willing to grant V.R. that it is possible
that, if the violence of July 19 could
have been kept to one spontaneous
outbreak, if the preconditions of a con
structive revolution (for July 19 was not
a revolution, only a prelude) could have
been established in that one day, with
out violence being continued until it
imposed its own structure on the revolu
tionary movement, then the degeneration
might not have set in. Such an ad
mission is contained in my statement
above quoted; it is also implied in
article which V.R. attacks. On tl
other hand, the chances even on the
July were great against such a 0T
sibility; it is all very well for V.R
say that Franco might have been bdV
in days but for the treachery of offuF
appointed by the Popular Front G o v f
ment and the hesitation of certain'
W

C o n tin u e d o n M

DOCUMENTS OF HUMANITY ■
Document o f Humanity published by
a body called the Goettingen Research
Committee (obtainable from Freedom
Bookshop at 5/-) is a compilation by
K. O. Kurth of accounts by Germans
of acts of humanity by Americans,
Belgians, Danes, English, French, Lithu
anians, Poles, Russians, Slovaks and
Czechs, to some of the millions of
people of German extraction who be
came “displaced persons” after the fall
of the Nazi regime in 1945.
The introduction says, “Just because
the German expellees know the terrible
results of the theory of German col
lective guilt they refuse to recognise col
lective guilt of those nations which took
part in or permitted the mass expulsions.
Therefore it was possible to publish the

Price

Documents of Humanity during I
Mass Expulsions, and in so doinjfl
express gratitude to those who j »
humane.”
Mr. Laurence Thompson, discui|
this book in Tribune, writes: “P a r i
it I have had to force myself to r e
because -1 suppose one should. Bull
thing does shine out like a flame ■
the dark pages: the behaviour?
the French. Gay anarchists, agin I
government, any authority, and there^F
unconditioned
to
subordinate
tfl
humanity to senseless orders, tT
marched across Europe in their l i f
bands, lending a helping hand to t#
weaker than themselves. They w qD
civilised, and their civilisation had ro o tlfl

of W a s t e d

Coal

The death rate during last month’s great fog was even if these were desirable it is impossible to see how there would not at present be means of making this]
the same as that during the peak period o f major they could be put into effect. We have already discussed effective. The opinion of the Council is that if the j
the equivocal policy about fuel for domestic fires. Of present supplies of solid smokeless fuels are to be used
epidemics.
This is stated in a report fo r the week ended the 35 million tons of solid fuel burnt domestically, only to the best advantage in the interest of smoke abatement,
December 13 last by the L.C.C. Health Committee. 6 million tons are coke. If a much greater proportion it would be better if the declaration of smokeless zones
Deaths in that week were 2,484, an increase of of householders decided, or were obliged, to burn smoke could be confined to new towns or redevelopment areas
less fuels, would there be any for them? Mr. E. H. (which can from the start be equipped with suitable
1,539 over the previous week.
The fog deaths (although more pronounced among Browne, Director-General of Production, National Coal I appliances).”
Meanwhile, the National Coal Board in its evidence
babies and the elderly) were not confined to people Board said id a broadcast that, “There is unlikely to be
a shortage of coal in the ground, but special coals which to the Committee on N ational Fuel Policy says that,
o f any particular ages.
Compared with the average o f the previous three can be mined economically will grow scarce. Coals of “no systematic investigation has so far been undertaken
weeks, deaths from bronchitis increased 10 times, from I low coking power, suitable for general industrial or to explain how it is that the fuel consumption per head
influenza seven limes, from pneumonia nearly five household use, form th e ‘bulk of the attractive reserves of the population in Britain (calculated by converting
times, from pulmonary tuberculosis four and a half which remain. As the good coking coals become scarce all major fuels into ‘hard coal equivalent’) appears to
times, from other respiratory diseases six times, and and more costly they must be reserved more and more I be roughly—
from heart and circulatory disorders nearly three for the purposes for which they are unique.” In other
30% higher than in Belgium
times.
— “Evening Standard," 30/1/53. words, not for household purposes.
60%
Scandinavia
| In the case of the smaller raw-coal burning industrial
90%
France
Dr. Parker, the director of fuel research fo r the j boilers, the Ridley Report observes that, "there is danger
90%
Western Germany
Department o f Scientific and Industrial Research, that the more general and stiffer legislation against
130%
Switzerland
estimated that o f the 190 million tons o f coal burned smoke might actually reduce fuel efficiency, as firms
130%
Holland.”
in 1948 over seven million tons went straight into the sought to avoid prosecution by using excess air in their
The Board adds that “the obvious explanations that
air as two million tons o f tarry smoke, 600,000 tons | appliances.” And of steam railway locomotives, the suggest themselves—such as the relatively high degree
o f grit, and 4,700,000 tons of sulphur, in other wor/fs, Report says, “There appear to be no practicable methods of industrialisation and urbanisation in Britain—do not
we blew the work of 25,000 miners straight up the of making the standard steam railway locomotive fuel- ! seem to be able to account for more than a part of these
chimney.
— "Manchester Guardian. 22 j i f Si. efficient and smokeless.”
j differences. The above figures by themseives do not
“The law is of little help: let railway passengers ‘prove’ anything, but they seem to support the wide
who have sat by the open window of a compartment spread conviction that much of the fuel used in this
on the gritty side of a train remember that by a clause country is wastefully used.”
'T ’HE direct cost of atmospheric pollution from the
in the Railway Acts all locomotives have been com
s j inefficient burning of raw coal is estimated to be pelled for many decades past to consume their own
£50,000X100 a year.i But, as the Ridley Report says,
smoke! ”4
But there is another aspect of the price of wasted
“ It is impossible to measure all this cost in money . . .
coal. Between 450 and 500 men are killed in the mines
Two
municipalities,
Manchester
and
Coventry
have
In real terms it is certainly enormous, as everyday
smokeless zones in the central area of their every year and between 2,000 and 2,500 injured. A
observation in our large towns and cities shows—-most established
cities.
In
Coventry, thirty smokeless acres were j thousand men die every year as a result of the officially
clear to those who know conditions abroad, where less achieved “more
tact than co-ercion”. Owners of recognised “dust” diseases such as pneumoconiosis and
coal is burnt raw in inefficient conditions. Among the smoke-producing by
property “were given the choice of silicosis.
social costs are the loss of sunlight and the harm to the I using coke or anthracite
“In one South Wales village I visited, where the best
stoves, central heating, oil fuel,
health of the citizens, the reduction in the amenities of gas or electricity. Ail adjusted
themselves without much [ anthracite in the world is mined, a man had died, was
town life, the damage to buildings and textile fabrics, trouble or expense, and few asked
for the financial aid I dying, or was disabled by the dust in every single house
the extra costs of painting, washing and laundry, and (up to half the cost of a new installation)
which the I along the street.”*
the lost of food production which results from the smoke Council
“ I always remember a remark, quite a casual aside,
may provide. . . . In the event, almost everyone
deposits in the countryside around the towns. These are
j made by Ammanford’s M.P., the Rt. Hon. James
only some of the main losses the community endures | agreed that ‘it’s only common sense’, and accepted the ! Griffiths. Of all the friends with whom he worked down
rules in the spirit of, say, the Highway Code.’ 5
through smoke,” 2
In Manchester, too, “the policy has secured a gratify the mines, he said, he was the only one alive. He
The Registrar-General told the Royal Commission on
I remained alive because he stopped hewing coal and
the Distribution of the Industrial Population that in his ing measure of public approval and co-operation that | became a politician .” 9
view smoke pollution was one of the four main reasons j promises well for its future extension.” 6
|
But the difficulty will arise when attempts are made | We have already commented in F r e e d o m that the fact
for the excess of urban over rural death rates.3
I
to
extend these two smokeless zones—outside the i| of recurrent deaths in any industry should be enough to
But smoke is only a symptom of something else—
| pose the question: What right has society to demand
unburnt fuel in the 12 million domestic open fires burn bombed and partly rebuilt centre of Coventry and out iI that some of its members submit to such hazards'!
ing raw coal, in smaller industrial boilers and furnaces of the busines centre of Manchester into the ring of ; Miners’ work is dangerous and arduous, it is done in
which burn raw coal, and in steam railway locomotives. railways and obsolete industrial premises. Thus the jj conditions as unpleasant as can be imagined. Why
Some people press for legal measures to end these Coal Utilisation Joint Council “consider that a note of j should anyone be surprised that the number of miners
twin evils of atmospheric pollution and fuel waste. But warning should be sounded, lest the smokeless zone ji decreases year by year, or that they tell their sons,
movement should outrun the supply of suitable fuel,”
and that “the only practicable solution to the problem ! “You’re not going down the pit; one bloody fool in the
] T h is is (he figure quoted by M f. Arnold M arsh, Secretary, of the
N ational Smoke A batem ent Society, who thinks th at the indirect is the progressive development of appliances capable of family is enough”? We are rightly and often told that
costs arc likely to be in the same order. T h e reader Is referred burning bituminous coal with less and less smoke," and j our society depends upon our coal industry. But what
to the pam phlets issued by the Society from Chaiuloe House, the Council concludes: “If a general movement develops j are we to say when we learn that so much of the coal
Buckingham G ate, S.VY.I. See also Smoke- The Problem of
C.W.
Cord mod the Aimotphere. by A. M arsh (F aber Sc F ab er, 1947), to establish smokeless zones throughout the country, won at such a price is wasted?
2 Report of the Committee o h National Policy for the Use of Fuel
4 R obert S in clair: Metropolitan Mon (Alien Sc U n w in , 19JS).
and Pcnaer Retourcet (H .M .S .O ., 1952).
1 Barlow R eport, p. 61.— Report of the Royol Con.minion on the 5 Neve Sloteimon (1 7 /1 1 /5 1 ).
Dituibutiom of the Indueteied Population (H .M .S .O ., 1940).
6 M anehcttet Cuardian (3 0 /1 2 /5 2 ).

7 Annual Report for 1950 o / the Cool Clilitation Joint Council.
I 8 D r. C harles F le tc h e r: “ F ighting th e ‘M o d em Black D e a th ',”
The Listener (2 8 /9 /5 0 ).
i 9 L aurence T h o m p so n : Portrait of England.
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MODERN DISASTERS
A THE COMMUNITY
TTHUERE can have been few winters
which have been as disastrous
in a civil sense as this one. The
fog at the beginning of December
resulted in many hundreds of deaths.
The number of deaths registered
from all causes in London during
the week ending December 13th
was 2,484 compared with 945 for
the previous week—a difference of
over 1,500. This figure is said to
be greater even than that of the great
fog of December 1873.
Now comes the gales and high
tides which wrecked the Stranraer
ferry and spread devastation over
£he whole low-lying east coast of
(ngland, from Lincoln to Kent, and
ivolved also the other Low Counjfcs of Belgium and Holland.
Living in cities gives a comfort?e sense of security from natural
»s. Earthquakes may happen
^ar away Japan or India or South
erica: floods may be a recurrent
ter in C hina: that kind of diser does not happen here. When
does in fact happen the shock is
portionately greater, and the inJfity to deal with it, and the
'preparedness, are very disruptive
tour normal feeling of security.
Lynmouth and the Po
@
n recent years these disasters
e seemed more common. There
the virtual destruction of Lynjuth by floods last summer. There
the appalling flooding of the Po
ley in north east Italy last year
its loss of life and setback to
culture and local fertility. Then
ere was the train smash at Wealdone,
In each of these cases there was
e possibility of prevention. Doubts
bout the safety of Lynmouth’s reser
voir were expressed before the disaster. The Wealdstone crash has
‘made the extension of safety devices
in regard to signalling a matter of
public urgency, although such meth
ods were well worked out and had
even been operated by the old Great
Western Railway.
Ancient Precautions
With regard to damage and loss
of life by floods one speaks of un
preparedness, but is it not rather
that the watchmen have fallen
asleep? The appalling high tide on
the coasts of Lincolnshire in 1571
passed into ballad history, and every
school child knows of the dykes
which guard the Dutch coast and the
eternal vigilance against the en
croaching sea.
At Canvey Island, requests for
public action regarding the sea wall
were made in 1951, but it has taken
the present disaster to secure public
action, too late. Yet the sea walls
and groynes and harbour structures
all round the coasts of England bear
witness to the practical concern of
our ancestors for public safety in
this matter. At the time of the Po
Valley disasters we pointed out that
work necessary to prevent the canals
bursting had been foreseen but never
attended to.
Rates and Votes
Public works to-day involve pub
lic money. And where the party
system with its dependance on votecatching prevails no local adminis
tration adds to the rates if it can pos
sibly avoid it, In such circumstances
it is just these ancient, basic, and
therefore taken for granted, under
takings which are neglected. Their
neglect increases the cost which final
repairing involves and so tends to
prolong the neglect.
Yet the money required is a mere
fraction of the amount spent use
lessly, unconstruetively and viciously
upon armaments.
Nor are rates god armaments
solely to blame-

T o undertake afresh the works
done by our ancestors would to-day
be almost impossible. Such work
would involve vast quantities of
labour and capital: but it would not
show a return in the form of divi
dends or adequate profit. It would
not conform to the modern criterion
of paying for itself.
Yet the labour involved and the
material involved were even greater
for our ancestors who could not call
on the technical resources available
to us. The all-important difference
is that in former centuries such neces
sary work for the community was
recognized as the community’s re
sponsibility and was undertaken as a
matter of course without regard to
rates of profit or dividends or money
to be spared from armaments. To
day the very sense of community is
lacking. With all the increased means
of communication and news, the dis
asters in Eastern England are only
pictures and headlines in newspapers
to the population at large. The
actualities of disasters do not direct
ly touch them. Relief may be assis
ted and is usually initiated by private
individuals, but the final coping with
disaster remains a public—that is,
to-day, an impersonal—concern.
Modern Ignorance
With all our scientific advances,
we are little better able to cope with
fog than in 1873, probably less able
to cope with high tides than in 1571.
Scientific advance is largely a matter
of non-human application and know
ledge of larger natural phenomena
and their control, the control of the
elements, is slight indeed. More
serious than this ignorance, however,
is the extinction of the sense of com
munity which may well be more des
tructive of humanity and human
flowering than the atomic bomb.
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W hat Happened in Casablanca T
A group of influential Catholics at a
meeting held in Paris last week,
placed the responsibility for the Casa
blanca massacre of last December on
the French authorities.
Their com
parison of this crime, in which they
allege several hundred Arabs were killed,
with the bombing of Guernica by Franco
and the Italian bombing of Abyssinia,
has stirred opinion in France just as
some years ago another French Catholic
writer, Georges Bernanos, aroused world
opinion over Franco's repression in the
island of Majorca with his book Les
Grands Cimitieres sous la Lune (A Diary
of My Times).
The report prepared by the Catholic
group reaches conclusions diametrically
opposed to the Government's official
communiques.
The report says the fighting started when
police fired on the demonstrators on the
night of Sunday, December 7. Despite
a crop of atrocity stories, deliberately
circulated to create “a true psychosis of
collective horror" and afterwards dis
creetly denied, no Europeans were killed
until the following afternoon—and then
only in the rush when police repulsed
demonstrators with tanks and machine
guns.
Towards the end of Monday, Dec. 8,
the report alleges, police deliberately
allowed about 2,000 Arabs to enter the
centre of the European city which houses
their trade union headquarters. They
then sprang a trap, rounded them up
with “indiscriminate brutality" and de
livered many unarmed Arabs to a mob
of howling Europeans. These, including
many women, and driven crazy with the
atrocity stories, rushed at them screamjng
“Aux assassins".

"On that afternoon it is indeed true
there was a massacre; it is true there
was lynching; it is true that men and
women ran amok and murdered other
men. But these people running amok,
these massacres, these lynchers, were the
Europeans of Casablanca, and this must
be said."

such appeals trouble only started in the
course of the following night, and ex
clusively in one of the Casablanca slums,
that of the Carrifcres Centrales?"
Professor Julian went on to refer to
the two bomb outrages mentioned by
General Guillaume as having taken place
on Dec. 7. “What were they?" he asked.
He went o n :
General Guillaume, French Resident“What is the truth about the ‘mouse
General in Morocco took the oppor trap* at the trade union headquarters on
tunity when he was the guest of the the following day—to use the approving
American Club in Paris last week to de expression of one of the French
fend the official communiques issued Moroccan newspapers? Did the police
about the Casablanca massacre. He has first allow two thousand Moroccan trade
since been answered by Professor unionists to assemble there in spite of
Charles-Andr6 Julian, of Paris Univer the ban on public meetings and then
sity and one of the principal French proceed to arrest the Moroccans as they
historians on French North Africa, in a came out, knocking them over the head
letter published in last Saturday's issue with their truncheons and even handing
of the Paris newspaper Le Monde. The them over to the European crowd, which
professor, who is not a Catholic but a set upon them savagely, as is evident
Freethinker and a Socialist, after paying indeed from the still more approving
tribute to the “serenity" and “objectivity" comments of the French Moroccan
of the Catholic meeting, accused the press?
French Government of trying to stifle the
“ Further, could a statement be made
whole affair with a communique about as to the extent of the repressive measures
the numbers killed and asked a series of adopted since the riots? Would it be
pointed questions. Recalling General correct to say that the aim of the police
Guillaume's speech of the previous day authorities in Morocco was not so much
in which the general spoke of “appeals to suppress the Istiqlal party as to sup
to revolt", Professor Julian asked:
press the Moroccan intelligentsia itself?"
“What were these appeals other than
Professor Julian concluded by refer
the trade union appeals to the workers ring to what he called the disquieting
and people of Morocco published in the and hysterical ideas of a number of the
Arabic newspaper A l Alam on Dec. 7, European settlers in Morocco who would
which could certainly not be accurately evidently like to see established there a
described as an 'appeal to revolt? How regime somewhat like that in South
was it, if there had been such appeals, Africa.
Needless to say, Government officials
that sixteen hundred trade unionists dis
persed quietly on Dec. 7 from before the have hit back with accusations that their
trade union headquarters through the critics are “anti-French", “anti-patriotic"
European part of the town without so and “disloyal" Perhaps we may even
hear that they are “Communist agents"!
much as a shout? How was it that after

Schools W i t c h h u n t
npO make America secure for “democracy" no stone will be left unturned
to ferret out the enemy wherever he
may be hiding! The next Congressional
witch-hunt will be directed at the uni
versities, colleges and schools. “This is
bad news for any Communist or Com
munist sympathisers still at large in the
teaching profession anywhere in the
United States, no matter whether his
speciality is history or botany"—writes
Alistair Cooke in a dispatch to the
Manchester Guardian (28/1/53), imply
ing by his remark that the process of
cleaning up the teaching profession has
already been pretty thoroughgoing and
that the Congressional search will simply
put the finishing touches to the job.
He adds, however, that many educa
tionists are afraid that it will be bad
news too “for the future of those
teachers who value the tradition of
dissent.”
Dr. James Conant, President of Har
vard, whose appointment as United
States High Commissioner to Germany
is viewed with dismay by many American
scholars since it is felt that “an in
valuable champion of free inquiry was
being removed from the citadel just
when the seige was about to begin,"
expressed his views on the witch-hunt
when delivering his final report as re
tiring president at Harvard. He believed
that Communists should be banned from
appointments in any school, college or
university and hoped that any “sub
versives" would be ferreted out and
prosecuted. Yet he was against any large
enquiry into teaching systems and
courses of instruction.
“It would be a sad day for the United
States," he said, “if the tradition of dis
sent were driven out of the universities.
For it is the 'freedom to disagree, to
quarrel with authority on intellectual
matters, to think otherwise, 'that has
made this nation what it is. . . 'Our in
dustrial society was pioneered by men
who were dissenters . . . the global strug
gle with Communism turns on this very
point.
. . The independence of each
college and university would be threat
ened if Governmental agencies of any
sort started inquiries into the nature of
the instruction that was • given. The
colleges of the United States have nothing
to hide, but their independence as cor
porate scholarly organisations is of
supreme importance."
It seme to us that Dr. Conant wants
to have his cake and eat It.
As Alistair Cooke points out, “the fear
js widespread, and justified by past experiences. that the committees may not
exercise the restraint such an investiga
tion calls for if it is to be alert, decent,
and generous enough - to recognise its
implicit dangers.'* The New York Times
comments that “there will doubtless be
efforts to use the proposed Congressional
investigations . . . as devices for whipping
professors and teachers into a dreary
and disastrous mould of conformity."
Wc do not appear to have reached

this state in Britain but there are no
doubt many patriotic defenders of de
mocracy who would wish to see our
schools and universities purified of the
“subversive" elements. A case which
smells of the witch-hunt i$ in the decision,
reached in private, by the West Riding
County Education Committee last week,
to dismiss Dr. Ronald Cuthill, principal
of Keighley Technical College since
1946. He has been granted leave of
sense on full salary until August 31st,
when his appointment officially ends. A
statement issued by the Committee
simply stated that “except for collecting
his personal effects, Dr. Cuthill be re
quired not to attend at the Keighley
Technical College for any purpose what
soever." However, a meeting of the
Board of Governors, on December 29,
recommended that Dr. Cuthill should be
dismissed and a resolution to the effect
that “The governors are resolved that
the college cannot progress under the
principalship of Dr. Cuthill" was put
before last week's Education Com
mittee meeting.
It would appear that some of the dif
ferences, which have led to the present
situation, are between local personalities,
and those who propose that a public
enquiry should be held (and 15,000
people have signed a petition to this
effect) have pointed out that the main

Kenya:

reason for demanding it is that the
West Riding Education Committee “in
cludes many people who have already
become implicated in this matter at a
local level, and it is not a good thing
that they should sit in judgment on Dr.
Cuthill"
But what wc find, of particular interest
is the way the Communist bogey has
been used as an excuse by those who
oppose Dr. Cuthill. In a letter to the
Minister of Education, Councillor S.
Unwin, a member of Keighley Borough
Council, alleged that Councillor G. 5.
Mason, chairman of the governors, had
said at a meeting of the governors that
Communism was being “openly taught
at the college".
In her reply, the v Minister said shd
had been informed by the local educa
tion authority that no complaint of
Communist leaching had been received.
On the other hand, Dr. Cuthill's sup
porters point out that under his prin
cipalship the number of students at the
college had risen from 1.623 in 1946 to
2,959 last year, and that a number of
new courses had been introduced, in
cluding nursing, distributive trades and
bakery. No mention is made of a
Communist course!
Besides the petitioners,' local branches
of the Amalgamated Engineering Union,
Transport and General Workers’ Union,
Keighley Trades Council, and the Inde
pendent Labour Party have also given
their support for a public enquiry.

O fficial & U n official

j y jR . C. Ji M. Alport (C., Colchester)
asked the Colonial Secretary what
was the estimated additional financial
expenditure incurred as a result of the
existing emergency in Kenya, and what
effect the outbreak of violence in Kenya
had had upon the flow of capital for
development purposes into the colony.
Mr. O. Lyttelton stated in a written
reply:
“The Governor estimates that approxi
mately £750,000 will have been expended
to the end of January, 1953. The emer
gency has not materially affected the
industrial areas of Kenya and I am in
formed by the Kenya Government that
it has not had any considerable deterrent
effect on either public, or private planned
investment.
In another written reply, Mr. Lyttelton
stated that 4,471 Kikuyu squatters,
including men, women and children, had
been evicted from European farms or
Crown forests in the Rift Valley Pro
vince. Of this total, 4,324 persons were
evicted from 20 European farms in the
Leshau Ward of Kaikipia district and
were temporarily accommodated and
then resettled in their reserve. Of the
remainder, 80 persons had been evicted
from one European farm, in Nakuru
district and 300 from a small village in
the Njoro Crown forest. Of these two
parties, 147 persons were accommodated
in permanent buildings and *were given
free rations pending resettlement in their

reserve, which had now been effected.
The remainder were returned direct to
their reserve.
A total of 944 cattle, 10,577 sheep and
goats, 70 donkeys, 57 pedal cycles, one
auto-cycle, and one motor cycle had been
forfeited by persons evicted and by the
inhabitatnts of the Genge location of the
Nyeri district.
★

It would appear that the white settlers
in Kenya are not satisfied with the
publicity given to their cause in this
country, for they are proposing to open
a London office to “tell the truth about
Kenya". At a meeting held recently
in Nairobi to launch the fund to finance
this scheme, Mr. Michael Blundell,
leader of the European-elected members,
said it was intended to engage a .Public
Relations expert who would not only
ensure that achievements in Kenya were
explained to people in Britain and
elsewhere, but would also deal with
“malicious and ignorant attacks" on the
settlers.
Mr. Blundell announced the appeal at
a luncheon in Nairobi to-day attended
by city businessmen, at which he pro
posed the toast of Kenya.
Sir Alfred Vincent, a member of the
East African Central Legislative Assem
bly, replying to the toast, said it would
also be the purpose of the movement
to make clear that British settlers in
Kenya were here to stay, and had no
indention of getting out.

*
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WOULD like to comment on the
problem discussed in the letter of
R. A. M. Gregson “A Revaluation of
Anarchism” (F reedom, Jan. 17). and
with whose point of view I entirely
agree.
The weakness of contemporary anar
chism is its complete lack of a doctrine
or programme. As far as I am aware,
the only books in English which deal
coherently and in detail with the prob
lems which would face a libertarian
society, have been written by nonanarchists. The usual argument in de
fence of this state of affairs appears to
be that as the anarchist movement is still
in an embryonic state, a clear-cut pro
gramme would be futile and out-of-date
by the time its supporters would be in
a position to implement it; and that
libertarian ideas will develop as the
movement itself develops. But how can
a movement expect to gain adherents
on the basis of a mass of ill-defined
generalisations, hoping for a clarification
of ideas in the future? Marx and Engels
put forward a programme in the Com
munist Manifesto, in 1848, at a time
when there was not the remotest prospect
of its being put into effect—yet the
Manifesto formed the basis of a proJ
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gramme which. 69 years later, was im
plemented in Russia.
Hannah Arendt, in her book The
Burden of our Time, points out that lack
of a programme is a characteristic of
totalitarian regimes. Totalitarianism de
mands absolute, unconditional loyalty.
Emptying the ideology of all concrete
content by making everyone dependent
on the most recent utterances of the in
fallible leader, achieves this.
In order for a revolutionary movement
ts succeed in reshaping society, a neces
sary condition is the adoption, either of
a clear-cut programme, or of the totali
tarian leader-principle. At present, the
anarchist movement has adopted neither.
Assuming that anarchists reject totali
tarianism. it follows that anarchism is
doomed to perpetual futility at best, and
rapid extinction at worst, unless it ham
mers out an ideology based on rational
foundations.
As things stand at present, with many
anarchists criticizing “from a set of
implicit axioms to which reference is
practically never made," as Gregson puts
it. the anarchist movement could just as
easily degenerate towards totalitarianism
as advance on libertarian lines.
Chesterfield. Jan. 26.
B, G elstein.

“ Titles of H o n o u r”
^ra/HA T an ironical sheet was F reedom
for January 25th! What a clanging
and banging of chains! The chains of
-traditional"' anarchism seem to be worn
with more pride and self-righteousness
than any New Year Honour.
The subject of this sentimental moral
ising is unimportant, but the desire of
so many anarchists to substitute dogma
and tradition for thought and living
shows a disconcerting lack of vitality in
the movement. It may be that Herbert
Read has done us a psychological service
by revealing our attachments to doctrine
instead of to freedom.

be in the position to exercise my free
dom Of choice in this matter. But last
week's Pharisaical moralising, which has
its roots in doctrine not in freedom, has
made me reconsider the necessity of
men like Herbert Read if anarchism is
to survive. In all his work with the
Freedom Defence Committee, and in all
his writings, he has shown a degree of
toleration for the other man’s point of
view which is totally lacking in his
critics, and which 1 have no doubt he
will continue to teach them by example
in spite of the petty jibes which have
been levelled at him.

The writers of these stupid and perni
cious attacks upon an individual who
has dared to exercise freedom of choice
in his private affairs, have called loudly
in the past for the necessity of individual
freedom. Is this hypocrisy by any
chance? They have said that we can live
without all law: yet some of their pro
nouncements last week seem to set out
to prove the necessity of laws of libel
and slander.
My attitude to the accepting of titles
by anarchists could not be less important
—it is extremely unlikely that I shall ever

Our enemies must have chuckled to
discover that cross between McCarthyism
and Marty-baiting in a paper called
F reedom. Irony could go no further,
but its appearance should force us to
reconsider our real attitude to freedom.
Perhaps we might begin by learning from
Herbert Read that unfashionable virtue
of tolerance, even at the risk of dis
pleasing some of those fanatics whose
' ‘freedom” seems to be a suitable subject
for inclusion in the next edition of
Journey through Utopia?
Corsock, Jan. 27.

K athleen R antell.

IN IT A L Y ’S DEEP SOUTH
TN our issue for May 31st, we quoted i the same. One may be noted for its
| a description by the Italian writer, jgarden, or the recovery of waste land,
Carlo Levi, of the work of a voluntary another for its tailors’ co-operatjve or its
body, the National Union for the Strug- (agency for packing and marketing dried
gle Against Illiteracy. Further informa- j figs.
lion about the Union's efforts to conquer
One of the oldest centres, says the
illiteracy in Southern Italy, was given Educational Supplement, is that at
by a correspondent in last week's Times Roggiano Gravina. a village in the footEducational Supplement.
!hills above the Crati Valley, may be
The response to the Union's original taken as typical. Of the 8,000 people
propaganda campaign was, the report ]who live in the neighbourhood, 75 per
says, "astounding'-. Within a fortnight cent, of the women were wholly illiterate,
300 places reported that some 10,000 or only able to sign their names, when
illiterates had entered their names for , the centre opened in 1949. About 2,000
night classes in reading and writing.
of them are casual farm workers
A questionnaire sent out to all the ;(bracciante) earning about six shillings
students revealed that most of them were / o r an eight-hour day. They share their
afraid that the programme was only a 'homes of one or two rooms with any
temporary measure which as soon as livestock they may possess. Seeing them,
illiteracy was on the wane would leave as your correspondent did, trudging
them even more conscious of their loss Ihome in the dust and the heat after a
and isolation than before. In reply to 1day’s harvesting, with some of the
the question, “What would you like the j women remaining to glean, it was diffischool to do when the course is!cult t0 imagine them as students. Yet
finished?" the usual response was 'T hai many of these same peasants were to be
it should not close.” li was because of found an hour later working at arithsuch appeals that the Union went ahead metic and geography, joining in a diswith its plan for permanent adult educa- cussion group on labour regulations, or
lion centres.
watching a demonstration in the sewing
The first seven centres were organised room. This centre also has its orchestra,
during the summer of 1949, and were and a rehearsal for a series of Sunday
mainly financed by foreign help. By the Jconcerts in the slack season was in
autumn of 1952 the number had in- j progress.
creased to 49, and during the winter and ; At 9.30, after two hours' work, the
spring 10,000 students attended these!centre closed and the students began
centres.
their journey home—a walk of several
All the centres have a small library, kilometres for those who lived away
a carpenter's shop, a sewing room, and from the village. Some of them would
some a small medical clinic. Apart from be up at daybreak. Among those setting
teaching the normal school subjects, so off was an old woman, with the custhai the illiterates can pass the ordinary tomary black shawl framing a face that
school examinations, they try to create Imight have served as a sculptor’s model,
a social consciousness and an under- Complimented on her energy in coming
standing of community life.
to school after a day in the fields, she
Although the centres do not follow a replied: “Yes, I am old. I have not
set pattern, but adapt themselves to local much longer to live, but at least 1 have
requirements, their basic organisation it discovered a new world before I die.”

ANARCHISM &
VIOLENCE

A n a rc h is m
CANNOT join in the chorus of reprobation that has followed Herbert
Read's acceptance of a knighthood. It's
like hitting a man when he’s up. Read
must do as he thinks fit: He may take
this new, and, as some would say. some- .
what equivocal dignity, as an amende
honorable to one who has made no
secret of his politico-philosophical sym
pathies, and in so doing has displayed I
at least one knightly qualification—
courage. The other virtues enjoined by
his Order have not been inconspicuous
either. Divergent as our views may be in
other fields, I, for one, wish him good
luck and more power to his elbow, for
he will ride alone.
Fordingbridge, Jan. 28. Augustus J ohn.
T

★

I T Continued from p. 1

tions of the workers’ organisations. Does
he really imagine that in Spain in 1936
there could hot have been corrupt
officials and reformist workers’ organisa
tions? When have officials ever been
simon-pure or workers ever unanimous?
V.R.’s but for seems to be an attempt
to minimise circumstances which anyH
body who studies the history of Spair
the 1930’s knows were there and
which must have been obvious to any
revolutionary with a knowledge of the
situation. Those in Spain who could
ignore these but fors on July 19 must
have been naive indeed.
In saying this I do not wish in any
way to pass a moral judgment on the
Spanish anarchists. Towards them my
attitude is the same as Proudhon’s to
wards the Parisian workers in the revolt
of June, 1848. 1 think that history had
shown that in some of their actions they
were mistaken, the even before they
acted an observation of past history
might have shown what was likely
(though not certain) to happen; but 1
accept their cause as my own, I recognise
their idealism and devotion, I execrate
their persecutors in Spain and those who
have left them to die in neglect outside
Spain.

to find room for a lengthy discussion
of non-violent methods, proceeds to
condemn me for having restricted my
essay to “generalisations” and “carefully
selected examples to prove his thesis.”
In answer to this I should first remind
V.R. that he is a privileged writer who
should be humbly grateful for the fact
He was not allowed one, but twentythree articles in which to develop his
thesis, and, while I personally rejoice
that for once a writer should not be
cramped into the strait-jacket of editorial
restrictions, I feel he should for that very
reason feel a certain understanding of
the problems of those who have to cut
and pare to suit a peremptory four
thousand words. In such circumstancesr
one had to select carefully, not to prove
one’s thesis, but to cram one’s article
into the space. However, let us take a
brief glance at those “carefully selectedexamples”. They included the Paris
Commune, the Russian Revolution of
1917, Milan, Vienna and Paris in 1848r
and the resistance movement during the
last war, besides Spain. Not a small
selection, one would have thonght, hut j
not good enough for V.R.!

:«■ *

I, through the medium of your
columns, offer my hearty congratu
lations to whoever—probably that wily
old warhorse the Grand Havana-Havana
As for V.R.’s talk of generalisations^
himself—was responsible for those
let me remind him that, though this wordg
astute promotions on January 1st?
has often a pejorative flavour (and I
.A
In his elevation of Mr. Lincoln Evans,
clearly thus intended by him), yet eved
he has raised merry hell at Transport
theory .is in fact a generalisation, and u
House, and given a kindly leg-up to
main difference between a good andj
those poor limping ex-comrades-in-arms
bad generalisation lies in the evidedl
of his—the commies.
Personally, I think that there is plent^T
Less important to him, but nevertheless
evidence that so far in history no4
a neat little afterthought, he has dropped
single revolution in which violence ha|
In this connection I would point out
a cat among the Red Lion Street
to V.R. that, while I suggested that my appeared on a sustained scale but|
been corrupted and brought, if notj
pigeons. The G.O.M. knows full well readers might turn to Bart de Ligt to
th a t. though “official” pamphlets may study methods of non-violent action, I nothing, at least to something very!fa
from the aims with which its initiates
provide digestible reading to the con did not imply an acceptance of what
set out—so far, in fact, that it has oftjf
verted the people, who actually make
de Ligt had to say about Spain, any
not been worth the cost involved. Sinfl
rebels—the anarchists—are . often those more than, because I happen to agree
the editors of F reedom propose a lau |
outside the restrictions of the ‘partyline'.
with Lord Acton on power, I also agree
able scheme to examine the history]
Writers, in other words, who not only
with what he said about . the Holy
past revolutions, presumably from >
make people think but are read by suffi Church. However, I think that when
aspect, I am ready to bring forwi
cient people to make their'thinking of he said “Violence would have been kept
that evidence whenever they may wand
some social and historical consequence.
down to a minimum,” de Ligt intended
I imagine that the writers who have
G eorge Woodcocu
exactly what I have said two paragraphs
influenced potential - libertarians .and
ago, and I deny that, as V.R. so sweepanarchists are a surprisingly mixed bag:
ingly asserts, I sweep aside de Ligt’s
Rabelais, Shelley, Samuel Butler, Morris, •position.
Kropotkin, Norman Douglas, Gandhi,
V.R. condemns me because in my
A. S. Neill, George Orwell, Alex Comfort
article I did not go into detail on the
—yes, and Herbert Read.
Possibly the old warhorse never gave question .of non-violence. I always try
a thought to the possibility I of splitting to stick as far as possible to the subject
I am discussing (because of a natural
LONDON ANARCHIST
the anarchist movement, or of divorcing
garrulity of the pen I do not always
GROUP
from the movement one of its most
succeed),
and
as
the
subject
of
this
par
widely read publicists. In any case, it
OPEN AIR MEETINGS
ticular piece was not “Methods of
seems silly that justifiable disagreement
Weather Permitting
with Read’s acceptance of the knight non-violence,” but a study of the results
as shown in history of: the effect of
HYDE PARK
hood should cause such an outburst of
Every Sunday at 4.30 p.m.
organised violence, I do not think I
emotional indignation as to be in danger
could be expected to extend my field.
of achieving for him one or other of
INDOOR MEETINGS
The effects of violence are study enough
these “side-effects”.
NOTICE
in themselves, ""he alternative to them
Castle Douglas, Jan. 27. L. V. Beharrel.
belongs to
.er chapter, or another
L o n d o n C o m ra d e s a re re q u ested to - 1
volume. However, to,quote again from
n o te th a t th e L o n d o n A n a rc h ist G ro u p ’s
★
my F reedom statement: “Personally, I
T u e sd a y ev en in g m eetin g s w ill b e h e ld I
think these dangers outweigh all the sup in f u tu re a t :
"D E titles and anarchists. Being forced
posed advantages of violent action. For
G A R IB A L D I R E S T A U R A N T ,
to pay one’s taxes and conform to
the pursuit of the class struggle the
1 0 L A Y S T A L L S T R E E T , E .C .I
authority (up to a point), or sink if the
workers
already
have
vast
resources
at
(3 mins, Holborn Hall)
stream is too filthy, is quite another
their disposal in the form of strikes,
The meetings will be held on TUESDAYS
matter from accepting favours from our
sabotage, etc., and their true strength
a t 7.30 p.m.
opponents.
lies in the field of militant industrial
FEB. 10—Jim Peeke on
Methinks it would be deemed a
struggle.”
DOWN WITH EDUCATION
privilege to refuse one.
Finally, like a man who is grimly set
FEB. 17—Albert M eltzer on
Orpington, Jan. 30.
C lara C ole.
on having his cake and eating it, V.R.,
CRISIS MONGERS
after having critcised me for not having
★
thrown out some of my other material
NORTH-EAST LONDON
DISCUSSION MEETINGS
/~ \F course his statement makes it even
IN EAST HAM
worse and Herbert Read should
Alternate Wednesdays
should have spared us this second attack
were only human in hoping and loving.
at 7.30 p.m.
of nausea. Even if, to him, it seems
But what saddens is that Read’s state
EBB. 11—A rthur Cloth on
pertinent that all this “could only happen
ment should make use of all the argu
PSYCHOLOGIES OF CHINA
in England”. But what hurts most is that
ments our detractors use against us.
during the years we have admired and There was no need for him to explain
LIVERPOOL
loved him as a man, he should have held
himself. To explain himself by telling
DISCUSSION MEETINGS at
the following beliefs:
us that our limited attempts to live our
101 Upper Parliament Street,
faith is a hopeless pursuit, that a faith
(1) That it would be an honour to
Liverpool, 8.
without power to change society is
receive a knighthood.
Every Sunday at 8 p.m. '
wrong, that all along he had been untrue
(2) That a public honour is a desired
to his deepest convictions when he
GLASGOW
purpose in the life of an artist.
helped our ineffective protests. . . . This
(3) That our attitude to society, and
INDOOR MEETINGS
saddens. Silence would have been easier
at
the pattern of our individual lives, must
to bear because being generous we would
CENTRAL HALLS, 25 Bath Street
be judged by the positive (measurable
have been anxious to find the excuses for
Every Sunday at 7 p.m.
and immediate?) good we can do. And,
him.
With John Gaffney, Frank Carlin
similarly, that unless our actions or our
Jane Slrachan, Eddie Shaw,
I think (his affair will have made most
protests are going to bring nearer an
of us examine our consciences anew, and
anarchist society, it would be better to
helped us to find strength rather than
accept humbly.
despair in the thought that since our lives
(4) The implication that Gandhi's
are dictated by moral rather than by
acceptance of the title of Mahatma
practical considerations, we might be
makes it easier for Read to become Sir
dictated to hopeless ideals. But we can
The A n a r c h i s t We e k l y
Herbert.
do no other. We are like t h a t . . . that’s
Postal Subscription R ates :
how we are.
(J) That there is no particular need
12 months 17/- U.S.A. $3.00)
to follow one's principles and ideas when
6 months 8/6 U.S.A. $1.50)
This note from a distant land and
3 months 4/6 (U.S.A. $0.75)
they might conflict with the desire of
therefore probably repeating what has
others to confer honour on that person.
Special Subscription Rates for 2 copies
been said before, is simply to say that I
12 months 2 7 / - IU.S.A. $4.50)
join the ranks of the witnesses. . . .
(t) That Tolstoy was wrong to feel
6 months 13/6 ( U S A . $2.25)
Palermo, Jan. 26.
C h arles H um ana.
guilty at possessing so much in the
Cheques, P.O.’s and Mona, Orders should
middle of a sea of poverty.
be made out to FREEDOM PRESS, crossed
[We believe all points of view on
e/c Payee, and addressed to the publishers :
(7) That he should think that accept
this subject have had their ex
F R E E D O M
PRESS
ing his “honour" is an “elementary duty”
pression in our columns, and many
27 Red Lion Street
and gives “force and authority to one's
readers we are sure will be relieved
faith . , ."
London, W .C .I
England
to learn that this correspondence is
Hope and lovt are dangerous guides
Tel.; Cheneery M44
now closed.—E d it o r s .]
and if we were wrong to trust them we
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